condo trends

by D v i r a

Ruffled Shower Curtain
Refresh your bathroom with apothecary jars,
fresh white towels and a pretty ruffled
border shower curtain. The simplicity of
the country bathroom can work wonders in
your modern home.
westelm.com
Dvira Ovadia (dvira.com)

URBAN
Cottage

I

t seems like everywhere you turn
today, there is something vintage, rustic
or country chic. From natural woods,
ruffled fabrics to textured glass, the look
is explosive and is no longer specific to
the cottage environment.

Woven Wingback Chair
Woven chairs are a classic staple. These comfy marvels lend
themselves to any design look, from contemporary to
traditional. These will be sure to inspire that retreat location.
potterybarn.com

Carly Chair
Modern florals with vibrant hues
are all the hype in the textile
industry. They have made their
mark on soft accessories,
bedding and even upholstery.
A fun pair of accent chairs will
be sure to liven up your space.
The yellow frame spells refreshing;
it is a pleasant detail that is not
commonly seen.
crateandbarrel.com
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Crossing Table and Pedestal Table
From trestle tables, to turned leg tables, these looks are
penetrating into just about every style of home. These were
once considered exclusively cottage, and are now loved by
countless urban dwellers. Either in natural white-washed woods
or the classic whites, these looks are timeless and sensible.
crateandbarrel.com

Victorian Tumblers
& Glass Drink Dispenser
At your next lunchtime barbecue or dinner party, add some
humble vintage inspiration. Colourful glass tumblers are cosy
and casual. Whether you are serving lemonade or wine,
these are enjoyable and laid-back.
potterybarn.com

Gray and White
Striped Bedding
Bring some chic country living to
your bedroom. Gorgeous gray and
white stripped bedding say modern
cottage. This duvet cover sets out
a fresh look for the spring flip; it is
uplifting and unfussy.
westelm.com
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